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by anybody. Hell is a conical opening reaching 
to the centre of the earth, where the devil dwells 
at the apex of the cone (Fig. 2). Among theologians 
this was generally accepted as the proper place for 
him. Even three hundred years later, when the 
motion or non-motion of the earth was the burn
ing question of the day, the idea appeared very 
shocking to many that a body having the devil 
in the middle could be supposed to travel among 
the heavenly bodies, which were moved by angels. 
Purgatory is a large conical hill, rising out of 
the vast ocean at a point diametrically opposite 
to Jerusalem, the navel of the dry land. The 
heavenly spheres, ten in number, surround the 
earth, and they are repeatedly alluded to as being 
solid. In each of the first seven spheres spirits, 
though they have not their permanent abode 
there, appear to Dante in order to illustrate the 
gradually increasing glory which they have been 
found worthy to enjoy, and to indicate their 
former earthly characters, which had been chiefly 
influenced by one of the seven planets. The 
shadow of the earth reaches as far as the third 
sphere, and the spirits seen in the spheres of the 
moon, Mercury, and Venus have the lowest degree 
of bliss in the Empvrean. 

The tenth the Empyrean, is the dwell
ing of the Deity. It is motionless, because all 
motion implies change and a desire for something 
better. The ninth, or crystalline, sphere is the 
prime mover, endowed with circular motion which 
expresses its praise of the Creator, and by its 
almost incomprehensible speed it shows the desire 
of each part of it to be joined to the Empyrean. 
The eighth sphere is that of the fixed stars; it 
has a very slow eastward motion of its own of 
one degree in a hundred years (precession), and 
transmits the dailv rotation received from the 
ninth sphere to a"'n the lower spheres. Dante 
seems, however, to have been somewhat uncertain 
about the -source of rotation: in one place in the 
"Convivio" (ii., IS) he attributes both rotation 
and precession to the eighth sphere, though he 
immediately afterwards returns to his usual 
theory; and in another place (" Convivio," ii., 6). 
when speaking of Venus, he says that "whether 
the daily movement comes from some intelligence 
or from the onrush of the prime mover, God 
knows, for it appears to me presumptuous to 
decide." But these passages seem only to indi
cate some momentary hesitation between the con
flicting statements of his sources. In the same 
way he is doubtful about the nature of the Milky 
Way, whether it is composed of stars or of 
vapour. He is particularly disturbed by the dif-
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ference between the "new" translation of Aris
totle (by Thomas Aquinas, from Greek) and the 
"old" one (by Michael Scot, from Arabic), but he 
inclines to the statement of the latter, that it is a 
multitude of stars. 

The nine revolving spheres are moved by the 
three triads of angelic intelligences, the Seraphim 
as the highest in rank directing the ninth sphere, 
while the angels govern the lowest sphere, that 
of the moon. The planets were supposed to move 
in the plane of the ecliptic. There is no mention 
of the motion being eccentric, though Dante must 
have seen the account of the eccentric circles 
given in Al Fargani's book. But these were in
convenient things to believers in a system of 
spheres, and were better ignored. On the other 
hand, there are several allusions to epicycles; thus 
it is said in a paragraph in the" Convivio" (ii .. 4) 
about Venus that on the circle of its sphere there 
is a small sphere which astronomers call an epi
cycle, "and though we say that there are ten 
spheres, this number does not comprise them all." 

The last and lowest of the ten spheres is that of 
the moon. 'While the motion of Saturn is the swift
est, because this is most divine motion, that of 
the moon is the slowest (" Paradiso," iii., 5 I). The 
revolutions of all the nine spheres are therefore 
from east to west as supposed by some of the 
early Greek philosophers and by all the Arabian 
believers in spheres. As to the nature of the 
moon, and particularly of the surface-markings, 
Dante, in the "Convivio" (ii.. 14), adopts a 
theory, due to Averroes, according to which the 
spots are caused by the rarity of some parts of 
the moon's body which do not reflect the sun's 
rays well. But in the "Paradiso" (ii. and xxii.) 
this is objected to, and the spots, which Dante, 
looking from above, sees only on the side of the 
moon nearest the earth, are said to be due to 
the light differing in various places under the 
influence of different angelic guides. 

From the highest heavens to the lowest depths. 
of the earth we find in Dante a faithful guide to 
the scientific ideas as well as to many popular 
prejudices of his time. Though the theory of 
spheres was during his lifetime defeated in 
France, an Italian may well be pardoned for not 
recognising this, particularly when we remember 
that even 200 years later two separate attempts 
were made in Italy to set up scientific theories 
of concentric spheres. To the student of the 
history of science it is a never-failing source of 
pleasure to find medieval cosmology so beauti
fully illuminated in the writings of the great 

poet. . . 

of Cultivated Plants. l 

reference to milium intra hos decem annos ex 
India in Italiam in'lJectum has not obviated debate 
as to the home and the identity of his plant. 
Many notices of ancient crops connote only local 
cultivation. 

Renaissance naturalists connected their culti-
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vated plants with those mentioned by dassical 
authors. In medieval "mysteries" a "maple" 
replaced a'VKOP.OPO>. This tendency outlived the 
finding of America. \Vhen the Peruvian "papas" 
reached Artois from Rome, Clusius asked if here 
were dpaxtovu. Nor did scholars always agree. 
When the "sunflower" was first described in 1 568 
it was compared by Dodoens with the "coronary" 
Bellio, and by Cortuso with the "aromatic" 
Laserpitium. 

The habit weakened as knowledge increased. 
But the history of cultivated plants was left to 
scholarship until R. Brown, in 1818, made it a 
branch of botanical geography. His" compara
tive view" of the esculent species reported by 
C. Smith and Lockhart during an expedition to 
the Zaire dealt with the Guinea coast as scholars 
had treated the lands of the Mediterranean 
littoral. Necessity guided this action; Congo 
crops lie outside "letters." Alphonse de 
Candolle, whom Laufer calls "the father 
of the sCience of historical botany," ex
plained in 1855 that the chapter on culti
vated plants in his "Geographie botanique 
raisonnee" was partly inspired by Brown. In the 
"Origine des plantes cultivees " of 1883 the path 
Brown had opened up was again followed. 

The results secured in 1855 by a botanist with 
historical instincts induced Hehn to ascertain in 
1870 what scholarship guided by natural history 
tastes can accomplish. The limitations of 
"letters" were tacitly admitted in 1894, when 
Schrader, in his revision of Hehn's "Kultur
pflanzen und Hausthiere in ihrem Vebergang aus 
Asien," sought aid from an eminent botanist. 
Thiselton-Dyer has shown, when elucidating com
plex subjects like np.7T Ao<; 'Tij,> "10>]<;, that the 
successful student of cultivated plants should be 
both an accomplished botanist and a polished 
scholar. Collaboration occasionally vields mosaic 
results; regarding Engler's notes 'on the" vine," 
Laufer remarks that "it is not botany but his
torical research that is able to solve the problems 
connected with the historv of our cultivated 
plants." . 

Hehn's "Kulturpflanzen" discusses the migTa
tion of Asiatic crops to Greece and Italy. Laufer's 
" Sino-iranica " presents Chinese evidence regard
ing ancient Iranian rural economy. The two pur
poses induce differences in outlook and treat
ment. The method of Laufer deviates from that 
of Schrader and Engler much as that of Brown 
departs from the methods of Gesner and Clusius. 

Laufer employs history so effectively as almost 
to condone the acerbity of his criticism of others. 
He teaches us that sinologues enjoy advantages 
denied to classical scholars, since Chinese notices 
of useful plants lend themselves to historical treat
ment more readily than Hebrew. Greek, or Latin 
allusions. The Chinese, Laufer concedes, have 
shown thought and common sense when trying 
likely exotic crops. Their long series of encyclo
predias. sometimes in several editions, afford ap
proximate dates for many plant-introductions. 
The culture and influence of China increased 
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gradually. If, like Rome, China suffered many 
invasions, she rarely succumbed to foes so de
structive as the Vandal or so malignant as the 
Turk. Her civilisation remained little affected j 
the introduction of new plants never induced in 
China economic revolutions comparable with that 
experienced in Britain through the arrival of our 
staple root-crops. 

Problems connected with the history of Chinese 
cultivated plants present familiar difficulties. 
Chinese records of introductions from Iran began 
two thousand years ago. The. emperor Wu 
(140-87 B. c.) instructed General Chang-kien to 
fetch from Ferghana horses of the famed Iranian 
breed. Finding that these steeds throve on 
"lucerne" (Medicago sativa), Chang-kien carried 
home seed of this crop. As the plant had been 
established in Greece four hundred years earlier, 
we have some assurance regarding the home of 
M>]OtKTJ 7Toa. With P.'1Aiu IT pa'tK..] and p.ijAov 
'APJ1- J/LUK()I' matters are different; "peach" and 
" apricock" are Chinese plants, and the Iranian 
gift of "alfalfa" was but a payment on account. 
Later history affords instances equally instructive. 
The "Langka mirich" (= Ceylon pepper) of 
Hindu husbandry is the American "chillie" (Cap
sicum jrutescerzs); to English denizens in India 
the American Physalis pertL7Jiana is the "Cape 
gooseberry. " 

\Vith "medick" Chang-kien carried back the 
"grape-vine" (Vitis vini/era). Although Han 
travellers noticed Iranian addiction to wine-drink
ing, the art of wine-making was not acquired 
until the later T'ang period. It was received from 
the Turks, who in Han days lived in Mongolia, 
where the vine does not grow; when they invaded 
Turkestan the Turks learned the use of grapes 
and wine from their Iranian serfs. . 

Between the arrival of grape-growing (120 B. c.) 
and that of wine-making (640 A.D.) China ob
tained many western crops. Later Chinese 
naturalists, thinking backwards, state that, along 
with "alfalfa" and the "vine," Chang-kien 
brought from Iran chives, coriander. cucumber, 
sesame, and other vegetables. Some appear to 
credit to him the presence in China of any plant 
the name of which includes the attribute "hu." 
Historical research shows that while" hu " usually 
implies western origin, it affords no absolute 
criterion; even when a "hu" plant is really from 
the west, it need not be from Iran. The English 
misconception that our "potato" originated in 
Virginia and was introduced by Raleigh shows 
that the "process of retrospective thought" is 
not peculiar to China. Western misapprehension 
may exceed Oriental; our "potato" (Solanum 
tub'erosum) is not the" patata " (Ipomoea Batatas). 

The period 200-400 A.D. saw the establishment 
of trade relations with Po-se in Nan HaL In 
A.D. 46r an embassy from Po-se in Iran reached 
Wei. After this event products of the southern 
Po-se were sometimes thought to be western ones, 
while Persian plants were occasionally regarded 
as Malayan. Europe has had the same experi
ence The navigators who first made American 
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landfalls believed they had reached India; those 
who stayed at home sometimes mistookW est 
Indian for East Indian products. The" gallo
pavo" (Meleagris' gallopavo) came to Europe in 
1541. Its French popular names-" din don " and 
"dinde "-Ieave open the question of origin; the 
English popular name ." turkey-cock" indicates a 
belief that the bird came from the East. The 
French do not, however, claim greater perspicacity 
because of this; when "maize" (Zea ]\I[ays) first 
appeared they termed this cereal " ble de 
Turquie "; we, with fortuitous caution, used the 
non-committal name "Indian corn." 

One undoubtedly western introduction attributed 
to Chang-kien is "hwan Ian" (Carthamus tinc
torius). The biography of the general and the 
annals of the Han contain nothing to this effect, 
and this introduction cannot antedate Tsin times 
(200-400 A.D.). This plant, which was unknown 
to classical writers, is the Arabic "kurtum"; its 
dried flowers, the Arabic" usfiir," came to medieval 
Europe under the Italian trade-names "asfiore" 
and "saffiore," our "safflower." The Chinese 
confused this product with "yG-kin," our 
" saffron," the dried stigmas of Crocus sativus; 
the two were colloquially termed "hun hwa" 
(= red flower). One of the uses of the dried 
flowers of "hwan Ian" provided the plant with 
the alternative name "yen-chi," and thus ledto 
its confusion with an indigenous "yen-chi" 
(Basella rubra), tinctorial in all its parts. Matters 
were further complicated by the existence of 
Mt. Yenchi and by the homophony of the Chinese 
name "yen-chi" (=cosmetic) with the Hiun-nu 
-i\lord "yen-chi" (= royal consort). It is scarcely 
surprising that Chinese disqui.sitions on "yen
chi" arc more remarkable for their graceful style 
than for their historical accuracy. 

The natural history of European economic 
products supplies problems equally compli
cated. The Greeks gave CTKOP7r{Ol1pOV, the 
inflorescence of which is circinal, the alterna
tive name because it flowers at 
the summer solstice. They distinguished two 
sorts of p.iya, found in dry situa
tions, and TO P.LI<pOV, confined to damp places. 
No Greek text asserts that the blossoms of 
CTKOP7r{OVpov open only in brig-ht sunshine or follow 
the sun from morn until eve. In spite of this 
some Latin authors regard Heliotropium as one 
of the "helioscopia," while. others include it 
among the "solsequia." The Aramaic equivalent 
of is either "somar yauma" (=day 
turning) or "smar yauma" (= day-turned). 
so that in Syria the plant identified with 
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that oi the Greeks was one which the 
Romans, at least, would have included among 
their " solsequia. " Arab naturalists identified 
.. samar yauma" with the "tharanchul" of Anda-
lusia. This Spanish .. tornesol" (Chrozophora 
tinctoria) was in 1554 identified by Amatus Lusi
tanus' with TO p.iya; in 1557 Clusius 
decided that it was TO P.lKpOV. 

\Vhile our earliest records of Chrozophora tinc
toria thus happen to be Iberian, Languedoc is the 

1 only region in which the economic product of the 
plant was ever systematically exploited. The 
Spanish name "tornespl" may therefore be" as 
we know the French name "tournesol" certainlv 
is, only a local variant of the Proven<;al word 
"tornesola." Tournefort tells us that what we 
now know as Chrozophora tinctoria is the plant 
ex qua paratur Tournesol gallorum (= litmus) as 
contrasted with "Tournesol lusitanorum " 
(=cochineal). Pomet informs us that of the three 
distinct kinds of "French tournesol" known to 
commerce in the seventeenth century. only that 
termed "tournesol en drapeau" was prepared 
from this plant. The French term "tournesol," 
like the Chinese term "yen-chi," is therefore 
primarily the name of a commercial article collo
quially transferred to the plant which yields it. 
Ihe identification of "tornesol" with 
propounded by two distinguished scholar
naturalists, teaches us that scholarship may prove 
as imperfect an instrument in solving 
connected with the history of cultivated plants 
and products as Laufer has found botany to be. 
Though both names are capable of conveying the 
same meaning, historical research shows that here 
.. tournesol" involves a poetic comparison of the 

, colour-change of an alterable dye with the hues of 
dawn and sunset, while supplies a 
prosaic intimation as to the season of the year at 
which a particular plant blossoms. 

The difficulties which beset the conscientious 
study of European cultivated plants justify the 
remark made by T. Johnson in J633 that" those 
that vulgarly impose names upon plants have little 
either judgment or knowledge of them." If the 
task of the historian of Chinese plants and pro
ducts be less troublesome, this should lend support 
to the conclusion of Laufer in 1919 that "the 
Chinese were thinking, sensible and broad-minded 
people." However this may be, economic botanists 
of all nationalities will join to the penitence they 
feel for those shortcomings on their part which 
Laufer so unsparingly condemns a lively grati
tude for the fund of information supplied by him 
in "Sino-iranica." 

Obituary, 
PROF. E. J. MILLS, F.R.S. DR; EQMUND JAMES MILLS, formerly pro-

of technical chemistry in the \Vest of 
Scotland Technical College, Glasgow, who died 
on April 2 I, was born in London on December 8, 
1840. He received his early education at the 
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Grammar School, Cheltenham, and later at the 
Royal School of Mines, London. The chemical 
instruction for students at the School of Mines 
was in those days given at the Royal College of 
Chemistry in Oxford Street, and there Mills 
worked during the later 'fifties, having as a fellow 
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